
Introduction 
Business and the Law 

• In terms of business, the law is increasingly making individuals liable for their actions 
• Class actions are bringing justice to the ‘little people’ 
• Studying law within a business degree helps learners to become better business people 
• an informed understanding of contemporary business law requires an understanding of the 

underlying legal system through which laws are made and applied, interpreted and enforced 
• despite the advocacy for deregulation, economic and social growth rely on sophisticated rules and 

enforcement (Henry Bosch) 

The Law, the Legal System and the Consti tut ion 
Nature and Role of The Law 

• Law is very complex, sparking major debate, yet it is a system of control through which society 
operates  

• Law is vital to the regulation and control of everyday life (social or business) 
• it is constantly evolving - adapting itself to fit the regulatory needs of present society’s life endeavours  
• it is an external portrayal of a society’s morals and values as well as development  

Natural Law 

• During the Middle Ages, Natural law was supported 
• it was considered “God’s Law” —> the law’s validity was tested against the principles of reason and 

justice that have derived from nature 
• laws were legally binding universally  
• nobody, including the Church, could dispute these laws 

Positivism 

• is a jurisprudential theory developed from the disputes against the theory of natural law 

- Jurisprudential = one derived from scholars studying the nature, principles and patterns of law 

• focused towards one superior leader who governs through the threat of punishments  
• aspects of positive law are contained in the statutes, regulations and case law making up law today 
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WHAT IS LAW?



CASE EXAMPLE: Stevedores Operations No 2 Pty Ltd v Maritime Union of Australia 1998 [FCA] 

• a contemporary issue that reflects the dichotomy of positive law and natural law can be the 
relationship between law and morality or ethics 

• law is accepted as a systematic set of rules constructed to control conduct within society - while it is 
expected that the laws reflect the ethics of society it often “marches with medicine but in the rear and 
limping a little” (Justice WIndeyer of HCA in Mount Isa Mines Ltd v Pusey 1970) 

• in the Stevedores operations case, the federal court stated that the business of a court is strictly 
legality - that is while the issue at hand may have been ethically problematic, it is not up to the courts 
to amend laws but rather enforce them; that is the role of the legislature 

- Judgements can only be made objectively about legal issues and not those concerning social, 
economic and political views 

The Requisites of Law 
Law depends on the community’s acceptance - allowing them to be followed and practiced. While society 
has complex interactions, the law must possess the following qualities to gain acceptance: 

1. Certainty: enabling people to engage in transactions and relationships reasonably secure in 
knowing the consequences 

• Retrospective laws are unlawful  
• orderly conduct of business is incompatible with the unpredictability of the law 

2. Flexibility: responding without undue delay to the challenge of change at all levels of society 
• society is rapidly changing and evolving whether through technological advances, morals or 

innovative business conduct 
• law must be readily available to be changed 
• must be able to adapt to unforeseen circumstances and have room to adapt to developments 

predicted to arise in future 
• must be consistent with continually changing and complex ethical standards 

3. Fairness: should not be inequitable, unfair or unreasonable  
• the law is not invalid if it is considered unethical or unfair, however, the effectiveness of the 

law depends on acceptance - this stems from a law’s ability to be reasonable/fair to ensure 
obedience by the the community 

• must reflect the moral/ethical concerns of society and change accordingly with societal needs 
  eg. Alcohol prohibition laws in USA in 1920s were viewed as unreasonable, leading to  
  mass violations and organised crime. The increased anarchy led to the repeal of the   
  Prohibition Amendment in 1933. 

4. Accessibility: all people should have access to knowledge of the law, either directly or through 
intermediaries —> should be transparency  

• While it is assumed that everybody knows the law, the fact is that nobody knows ALL of it 
• Access isn’t only about having physical access but also being able to interpret and understand  
• “to bind the citizen by a law, the terms of which he has no means of knowing, would be a mark 

of tyranny” - Sir Garfield Barwick in Watson v Lee 1979 
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The Sourc es of Law 
• society is becoming increasingly sophisticated - thus unwritten laws established by habitual use of a 

community is now largely insignificant 
• While common law remains a central characteristic of our legal system, legislation -made by parliament- 

is the dominant source of law 

• Unwritten law established by habitual use of a group of people, usually the inhabitants of a particular 
territory - Indigenous Law 

• AUS law came from English Law (can be considered customary due to habitual use during settlement) 
• Customary laws are more significant in less developed legal systems 
• while these laws are significant within the communities, when in contact with legislations, the 

institutions will prevail 
• customs are now part of common law (generally) and can be later legislated 
 eg. Sale of Goods Act 1893 (UK) provided the foundation of selling goods legislations throughout   
 AUS. The act was a codification in statute form of common laws developed in 18th century by   
 merchant practices and customs. 

While today customs are not primarily adopted into legislation, contract law retains customary influence.  

- existence or usage will justify the implication of a contract term if evidence shows parties were aware. 

CASE EXAMPLE: Walker v NSW 1994 HCA 64 

• HCA said AUS criminal law cannot accomodate an alternative body of laws  
• AUS follows the principle of equal treatment before the law (rule of law) - customary laws dispute this 
• customary law offers different criminal sanctions and this disputes AUS law principles 

1. A system of law (as opposed to civil law systems) 
• This system incorporates both legislation, delegated legislation and judge-made law/precedent 
• Civil law systems’ laws are codified and are systematically followed without any other input 

2. Judge-made law (as opposed to legislation) 
• Laws developed within the courts through precedent or judicial discretion and practices (case law) 
• court decisions that interpret aspects of legislation to provide decisions over areas in which statutes 

have not covered 
• Often judges are faced with cases where existing precepts are insufficient, thus they are forced to 

make laws or set precedents 
- The doctrine of Stare Decisis (binding precedent) requires courts to follow the ratio decendi 

(reason for decision) of a higher court within the same legal system 
3. The judge-made law which developed in common law courts (as opposed to equity courts) 

• Common law - built around strict precedent 
• Equity - surrounded around solving unfair outcomes where common law failed to do so 
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CUSTOMARY LAW

COMMON LAW



• Laws that have been created by the supreme leaders that have authority over a particular legal system 
(ie. Federal Parliament) 

• AUS has legislation covering broad aspects of society in areas including social/ economic/ commercial   
• The legislature makes laws accordingly as outlined in the Constitution called statutes  
• Federal parliament can choose to delegate their law-making powers to the executive where they do not 

have the time or expertise to make laws covering every detail 
 eg. Road and Maritime Service NSW is an executive body that was delegated to make road rules 

Law , Orde r , Justic e & Morality 
• Judges cannot disregard a law because it is deemed unfair within a court —> their job is to practise and 

enforce the laws created by the legislature 
• it is up to the legislature to make laws consistent with community values and morals 
• laws need respect from the community in order for them to be complied with - this can be difficult in a 

multicultural country such as AUS. However, laws should reflect the MAJORITY of ethical principles 

Law and Order 

• Law creates order through compulsion and restraints imposed to prevent chaos 
• order is necessary at all levels of social interaction 

Law and morality 

• Natural law highlights the interrelationship between law and morality 
• In Victorian times, laws did not intervene with the private lives of citizens as long as it did not disturb 

the public order  
• gives room for conflict arising between competing viewpoints 

CASE EXAMPLE: R v Dudley and Stephens 1884 

• Mignonette the Yacht was sailed into the sea by a crew of 4 
• during a severe storm, it sank and the four were stranded on an island 
• After 20 days, they killed the weakest member for food 
• Necessity? 

- jury found that without cannibalism, the others would have died and acquitted their charges 
• Upon appeal to the Queen’s Bench Division (QBD) the defendants were found guilty and were sentenced 

to death - this was later reduced to 6 months imprisonment 
• this case captures the conflict between the law and morality the difficulties in creating a concrete 

resolution that achieves moral integrity  

Law and justice  

• Justice = the search for fair play 
• Laws and justice do not share the same meaning - laws attempt to achieve justice  
• achieving justice involves an encompassing approach - that is, not achieved in isolation of an individual 

case or statute but a wide variety 
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LEGISLATION


